. However, the actual mechanism ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling is one of the central processes responsible for imparting fluidity to of remodeling, or even whether more than one distinct mechanism is at play, is not yet known. chromatin and thus regulating DNA transactions. Although knowledge on this process is accumulating
therefore very limiting. Consequently, we decided to undertake the initial 3D reconstruction using material preserved in negative stain where a smaller amount would be required.
Pairs of micrographs of human PBAF preserved in uranyl acetate over a continuous carbon support were collected at 0°and 45°under low-dose conditions. After digitizing the micrographs and extracting approximately 9,500 particles, these were manually edited down to a final set of 5,738 pairs of particles that were used for analysis (see Experimental Procedures for details).
Initially, we obtained a 3D reconstruction using the angular reconstitution method (van Heel, 1987) as implemented in the software package IMAGIC (van Heel et al., 1996) using the 0°tilt data (data not shown). However, we were troubled by the fact that certain reprojections of the structure were not represented in the data at all, particularly those that would have corresponded to the largest (and rather flat) surface of the putative model lying on the carbon support. Although this is not in and of itself an indication that the structure was incorrect, it did suggest that some independent confirmation would be warranted. We were concerned about the possibility of having biochemical and/or conformational heterogeneity in the sample. This would easily lead to an incorrect answer when using angular reconstitution given that we had no prior structural knowledge about the complex to ensure that the class averages selected to be used in angular reconstitution represented different views of a unique object rather than views of different (albeit related) objects.
The best approach to deal with these questions was to determine the structure using the random conical tilt method (Radermacher et al., 1987) where 3D volumes the volumes using SPIDER. The class membership tables and in-plane rotations obtained in the IMAGIC 2D analysis of the data were converted to SPIDER format. comprising close to 600 particles (see Figure 1) . HowWhile the most common views resulted in very similar ever, despite all of our attempts, we were unable to find volumes regardless of which software had been used two volumes whose spatial relationship included a tilt for classification (not shown), only the IMAGIC set al-(theta) angle larger than a few degrees. We believe this lowed us to generate volumes for some of the less is the combination of a true preferred orientation of common ones. Class volumes were merged whenever PBAF on the grid and a general flattening of the comappropriate (see Experimental Procedures). Merging of plex in the stain (see below). Consequently, all of our volumes typically resulted in a reduction of satellite reconstructions suffer from a significant missing cone. noise, better definition in the major features of the comFive merged volumes were generated ( Figure 1D and plex, and increased resolution relative to the individual Supplemental Figure S1 available with this article onclass volumes. We were able to merge up to four volline); these volumes account for approximately 36% of the particles in the dataset and are the result of merging umes in two cases with one of these merged volumes The complex consists of a lopsided base (which we will refer to as the platform) from which two knobs protrude other cycles-see Experimental Procedures) to ensure that enough particles would be present in the volumes; (Figures 2A and 2B) . The platform has a rather large and bulky end and it tapers rather sharply toward the some of the poorer classes may therefore represent a mixture of particles. , and grids were prepared following the same proare less well defined and their shapes differ to varying degrees from those seen in volumes 1-3. It is a distinct tocol used for the PBAF sample. Tilt pairs were collected as before. We used the untilted data to carry out possibility that these volumes are slightly tilted views of the more common PBAF orientation represented by a number of cycles of multivariate statistical analysis (MSA) and classification followed by multireference volumes 1-3 but that due to the staining-induced flattening of the complex we were unable to merge them alignment (MRA) using class averages as references. We obtained class averages with clear extra density with any of the other volumes.
that could correspond to the added nucleosome (see Supplemental Figure S2 ) but were concerned that referTwo-Dimensional Analysis of PBAF: Nucleosome Complexes ence bias was being introduced as we enriched the pool of class averages used as references in each iteraAfter obtaining the initial 3D models of PBAF, we were interested in addressing the question of where the tion with images containing a putative nucleosome. In fact, when a cycle of MRA and classification was perwhile RSC was reconstructed using the random conical tilt method used here for PBAF. We find that our strucformed using either PBAF or PBAF + PBAF:nucleosome references, a significantly larger proportion of class ture is reminiscent, in its overall architecture, of that of RSC while being completely different from ySWI/SNF. averages containing a putative nucleosome was observed in the latter case. We decided instead to use Both RSC and PBAF are C-shaped structures surrounding a central cavity. . In PBAF, on the other hand, the platform could be considered as two centers averages after this cycle confirmed our initial observation that occupancy by the nucleosome was very low of density of unequal size with a thicker connection between them, the remaining two centers of density cor-(a few percent), but we were still able to identify a few class averages where a density not observed during responding to the knobs K 1 and K 2 . Interestingly, Asturias et al. observed that one of the terminal centers of the 2D analysis of the PBAF alone data was clearly present ( Figures 4A-4C) . The extra density we observed in density in RSC was either absent from or appeared collapsed in some of their reconstructions (Asturias et al., the 2D class averages was exclusively found between the two knobs ( Figure 4C ) and is commensurate with 2002). We have similarly observed that K 1 in PBAF appears in different positions relative to the rest of the the dimensions expected from a nucleosome ( Figure  4D suggest that ySWI/SNF should also share some of the same general features. We believe the absence of any similarity between PBAF/RSC and ySWI/SNF is likely to have arisen as a result of the different approaches used to build a 3D model from the 2D data. Both Asturias et al. and our group have observed a variety of conformations in the complexes in our samples; these differences can only be easily detected using the random conical tilt method for 3D reconstruction (in particular when dealing with asymmetric particles of unknown structure). The advantage of this method is that 3D reconstructions are generated for each separate characteristic view and the angular relationships among the tilted particles used in the reconstructions are determined by the tilt geometry and the usually robust 2D analysis of the data. No assumptions are made regarding a common origin for the different reconstructed volumes and any relationships among them are assessed only after they have been generated. On the other hand, the angular reconstitution method works on the assumption that the input data represent a series of characteristic views of a unique structure; if this is not true, its successful application would require some prior knowledge of the structure in order to avoid selecting for the initial reconstruction views that correspond to different 3D objects. We experienced this difficulty in our initial reconstruction of PBAF using angular reconstitution; the views shown as 1 and 2/3 in Figure 1 which we now know represent the same view of two different conformations of PBAF-were taken as orthogonal views of the complex (about a vertical axis as they are shown), leading to an incorrect structure. It is noteworthy that our initial incorrect structure still yielded reprojections that matched the input data (data not shown); therefore, this fact alone was not a good indication of the correctness of the structure. In this respect, a match between a reprojection along the beam axis of a volume reconstructed by the random conical tilt method and its corresponding class average is a much better indication of the quality of the reconstruction; the 0°tilt particles used for the 2D analysis for ySWI/SNF. Given that the similarities in the class averages of PBAF and ySWI/SNF are very likely to represent true similarities between the complexes, the ySWI/SNF and PBAF that should be giving rise to this proposed binding site for the nucleosome in ySWI/SNF characteristic view share no similarity whatsoever.
predicts that class averages should show the density Structural variability is certainly to be expected among corresponding to the nucleosome on the side of the these complexes; they come from different organisms, , respectively (these values were determined empiri-3% uranyl acetate for 1 min.
cally by testing their effect on the subsequent alignment and classiNucleosomes were prepared following standard protocols (Luger fication). Images were thresholded to reduce extreme negative valet al., 1999). Briefly, histones H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 from X. laevis ues, which are most likely due to stain artifacts (particles were were overexpressed separately in E. coli BL21(DE3)[pLysS] (Provisually inspected to determine the threshold value). Particles were mega) and the inclusion bodies were denatured in urea and run centered in the window according to their center of mass and over a Superdex 75 gel filtration column (Amersham Biosciences).
were then subjected to MSA and hierarchical ascendant classificaThe peak fractions were pooled, dialyzed, and lyophilized and then tion. Classes that contained on average 19 particles/class (correrun under denaturing conditions over a Poros HS column (Amersponding to the largest possible number of classes that did not sham Biosciences). Peak fractions were pooled, dialyzed, and lyoresult in apparently duplicated class averages) were generated and philized again. Yields ranged from 6.5 mg to 45 mg of histone for good class averages were selected visually. We sought to select each initial 1.5 liter of bacterial culture. The four histones were then as many different views as possible and only eliminated class resuspended in denaturing buffer and mixed in equimolar amounts averages that appeared featureless, were too large or too small, or with a slight excess of H2A/H2B (Luger et al., 1999) . The samples had significantly blurred edges. All selected classes were manually were then refolded by dialysis and histone octamers were resolved edited to remove particles that seemed to have been incorrectly on a Superdex 200 gel filtration column (Amersham Biosciences). assigned to the class, and those averages that were still of good Nucleosomal DNA was generated from plasmid pIC-2085S-G5E4 quality after editing (33 in total) were selected (we later determined (Ikeda et al., 1999) containing 12 tandemly repeated copies of the that this culling has little effect in the classification results). These sea urchin 5S rDNA. Two hundred and nine basepair fragments class averages (and their mirror images) were normalized and cencontaining the 5S rDNA nucleosome-positioning sequence were tered and a soft mask was applied to them. The entire dataset was excised by restriction digest; the plasmid backbone was removed then aligned rotationally and translationally against these referby precipitating it with polyethylene glycol (Lis, 1980) , and the 5S ences and subjected again to MSA and classification. Three addirDNA-containing fragments were purified away from other small tional cycles of MRA, MSA, and classification were performed. Typproducts by electrophoresis over a native 8% polyacrylamide gel ically, 34-39 class averages were selected as references for the in TBE buffer in a Model 491 prep cell (BioRad, Richmond, Calinext MRA. Starting at the second cycle, the MRA references were fornia). A final 3.4 mg of fragment were obtained from an initial 37 both centered and rotationally aligned (the latter improved the mg of plasmid. The DNA fragment and histone octamers were quality of the subsequent class averages significantly). Classificamixed in at a 1.1:1 molar DNA:octamer ratio in 2 M KCl and the salt tions were set up to generate classes containing on average 15-20 concentration was lowered to 0.25 M by gradient dialysis over 18 particles per class except in the last iteration where only 50 classes hr at 4°C (Luger et al., 1999) . The dialysate was concentrated to a (with an average of 115 particles/class) were generated in preparafinal 1.4 mg/ml and incubated at 37°C for 1 hr to reposition the tion for the reconstruction of class volumes (where a relatively large histone octamers. The sample was electrophoresed over a 5% nanumber of particles per class is required). At this point, SPIDERtive polyacrylamide gel in 0.2× TBE buffer to separate nucleosomes format files containing the X-and Y-shifts and in-plane rotations from free DNA. The peak containing nucleosomes was concenfrom the last cycle of MRA as well as the class membership infortrated to about 4.5 mg/ml, exchanged into 20 mM TrisHCl (pH 7.5); mation from the last cycle of MSA were created. 1 mM EDTA; and 1 mM DTT, and stored at −80°C. Analysis of the purified nucleosomes by agarose gel electrophoresis revealed the presence of two major faster species and one minor slower one.
PBAF: Three-Dimensional Data Analysis with SPIDER Sets with untilted and tilted particles with 147 × 147 pixel boxes PBAF and nucleosomes were mixed at different ratios, with nucleosomes always in molar excess and PBAF at a final concenwere generated in SPIDER. The particles were low-pass and highpass filtered using Butterworth filters with the same frequency cuttration of 26 g/ml. Because the components were in different stor-
